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HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, 10TH EDITION-David A. DeCcenzo 2011-07-01 Market_Desc: Human Resource Professionals, Students and Instructors of Human Resource Management. Special Features: · Offers new material in the opening vignettes and Did You Know? boxes· Reflects current ideas and issues in HR with the help of new Workplace Issues, Technology Corner, and Ethical Issues in HRM boxes· Includes new explanations to all the exhibits to help make the material easier
to understand· Streamlines the end of chapter material to make it easier to review concepts· Presents more detailed discussions on a wide range of topics including HR as a career, outsourcing of HR, discipline and dismissal, employment branding, and more About The Book: Written in a clear, lively, concise, and conversational style, this book provides Human Resource professionals with an in-depth look at the most critical issues in human resource management (HRM). The tenth edition
includes an extensive update with new examples and timely HR topics added. The majority of opening vignettes and Did You Know? boxes are new to provide the most relevant information. The Workplace Issues, Technology Corner, and Ethical Issues in HRM boxes have also been updated to reflect current ideas and issues in HR. And HR professionals will find more detailed discussions on a wide range of topics including HR as a career, outsourcing of HR, discipline and dismissal,
employment branding, and more.
Fundamentals of Management-Stephen P. Robbins 2015-10 For Principles of Management courses. The Practical Tools of Management Presented Through In-depth Practice Fundamentals of Management is the most engaging and up-to-date introduction to management resource on the market today. Covering the essential concepts of management, it provides a solid foundation for understanding the key issues and offers a strong, practical focus, including the latest research on what works for
managers and what doesn't. The Tenth Edition has been updated with the latest coverage on hot topics such as sustainability, holacracy, the sharing economy, gamification, data analytics/big data, BYOD (bring your own device), and wearable technology. Engaging and fun videos and exercises motivate readers and give them the practice they need to become successful managers. Also Available with MyManagementLabTM MyManagementLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment
program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyManagementLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyManagementLab search
for: 0134303172 / 9780134303178 Fundamentals of Management: Essential Concepts and Applications Plus MyManagementLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134237471 / 9780134237473 Fundamentals of Management: Essential Concepts and Applications 0134240693 / 9780134240695 MyManagementLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Fundamentals of Management: Essential Concepts and Applications
Human Resource Management-David A. DeCenzo 1998-12-18 Over the past decade, management practice has gone through dramatic changes. Workforce diversity, downsizing, reengineering, total quality management, outsourcing, and rediscovering the importance of satisfying the customer, all has a significant impact on Human Resources. The new Sixth Edition of De Cenzo/Robbins' Human Resource Management features a current, real-world perspective that gives readers a crystal-clear
picture of what today's HRM is really like. Emphasizing the application of theory, the Sixth Edition carefully integrates real examples with the most up-to-date information available.
Fundamentals of Human Resource Management with CD & Powerweb-Raymond Andrew Noe 2003-03-10 Provides a brief introduction to human resource management. This book focuses on the uses of human resources for the general population. A comprehensive instructor's manual, test bank, PowerPoint presentation and a complete Online Learning Center make course preparation easy.
Fundamentals of Human Resource Management-David A. DeCenzo 2005 A completely updated revision of this highly successful human resource management text. Focusing on the most critical issues in HRM the author introduces the reader to all aspects of the discipline with a decided focus on practical applications to day-to-day HR management. Continuing in the tradition of previous editions, it presents the subject in a clear, concise, and conversational style
Fundamentals of Management-Stephen P. Robbins 1995
Supervision Today!-Stephen P. Robbins 2003-05-01 How to manage in a diverse, secure workplace The entire working world is reacting to a new global environment. This book prepares readers for internal and external changes that are constant and inevitable in today's economy. *Basic step-by-step guides for supervisory functions reflect necessary new skills. *Planning covers ethical and moral dilemmas as well as budgetary and scheduling strategies. *Supervisors take on increased
leadership roles in daily functions. Course support far students and instructors and distance learning materials are available at www prenhall.com/business_studies.
Management: the Essentials-Stephen Robbins 2013-08-28 Robbins Management: The Essentials covers the concepts essential to management in the 21st century in a fresh, lively format that’s perfectly suited to a typical university semester. The second edition features new and in-depth coverage of sustainability, ethics and corporate social responsibility and new case studies from local and international businesses.
Principles of Management (Collection)-Dev Patnaik 2011-10-24 The Truth About Managing People offers real solutions for the make-or-break problems faced by every manager. Readers will discover: how to overcome the true obstacles to teamwork; why too much communication can be as dangerous as too little; how to improve hiring and employee evaluations; how to heal layoff survivor sickness; even how to learn charisma. This isn't someone's opinion; it's a definitive, evidence-based guide
to effective management: a set of bedrock principles to rely on throughout an entire management career. The Rules of Management: They're surprisingly easy to learn and live by. Now, Richard Templar's brought them all together in one place. Templar covers everything from setting realistic targets to holding effective meetings; finding the right people to inspiring loyalty. Learn when and how to let your people think they know more than you (even if they don't) -- and recognize when they
really do The first edition of The Rules of Management became a global phenomenon, topping bestseller charts around the word. This new, even better edition contains 10 brand new rules to take you further, faster.In Wired to Care, top business strategist Dev Patnaik tells the story of how organizations of all kinds prosper when they tap into a power each of us already has: empathy, the ability to reach outside of ourselves and connect with other people. When people inside a company develop
a shared sense of what's going on in the world, they see new opportunities faster than their competitors. They have the courage to take a risk on something new. And they have the gut-level certitude to stick with an idea that doesn't take off right away. People are Wired to Care, and many of the world's best organizations are, too.
Fundamentals of Human Resource Management-Susan L. Verhulst 2019-01-03
Management-Stephen P. Robbins 2006 Media companion CD-ROM contains video cases, self-assessment exercises, responses to the Q & A feature, an interactive e-book, exercises on diversity, ethics, and global management, and a link to the companion Web site.
Fundamentals of Management-Stephen P. Robbins 2012-02-27 This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Robbins/DeCenzo is a brief, paperback text that gives readers more depth and breadth with practical tools to practice their management skills than any other textbook. The eighth edition contains a self-contained section on developing management skills and includes new
exercises, modules, and boxes.
Management-Stephen P. Robbins 2013-01-07 Directed primarily toward undergraduate Management or Business college/university majors, this text also provides practical content to current and aspiring industry professionals. This bestselling text vividly illustrates management theories by incorporating the perspectives of real-life managers. Throughout this text, readers will see and experience management in action, helping them understand how the concepts they're reading about work in
today's business world.
Management (For Gtu), 10/E-Robbins Stephen P 2010-09-01
Handbook of Human Resources Management in Government-Stephen E. Condrey 2005-04-18 In this thoroughly updated edition of a classic reference, Stephen E. Condrey brings together leading experts in public administration and HR management to detail how you can: Move beyond your often limited problem-solving role as an HR manager and demonstrate how you can play a more strategic role in your organization. Deal with crucial issues such as diversity, EEO regulations and other
legal issues, compensation, sexual harassment, and performance appraisal. Expand your ability to maximize productivity, efficiency, and employee satisfaction. Develop budgets, use volunteers, and employ consultants. Also included with purchase is a free supplemental on-line Instructor's Manual. Order your copy now!
Human Resource Management-Ronald R. Sims 2007-01-01 The contributors in this book identify and clearly discuss contemporary and critical issues, challenges and opportunities in HRM. The book attempts to achieve the delicate balance between basic HRM functions, and the new world of HRM. Moreover, in a dynamic field like HRM, a complete look at contemporary HRM issues, challenges, and opportunities is a must for today's and tomorrow's students and future manages and leaders.
After all, it is important for any book to undertake a current state of the field while also bridging the gap of traditional HRM activities (i.e., issues, challenges and opportunities) and the possible future state of the HRM field. An organizing principle for this book is the need to for an integrated HRM system, comprised of multiple activities, designed to influence organizational and employee behaviors. The books contributors include some basic theories and models that simultaneously consider
how HRM activities like recruitment, selection, reward practices, and development activities among others are being impacted by contemporary issues, challenges and opportunities for the field of HRM, particularly HRM functions and professional as they are increasingly expected to play a role in enabling organizational managers and other employees to achieve desired organizational results. Thus, the essence of the book is that the collective chapters reflect both a functional orientation
built on theory and models but also provide insights into how to translate theory into practice via the establishment of the increasingly critical role HRM procedures, practices, and processes play in accomplishing the goals and objectives in contemporary organizations.
Fundamentals of Performance Improvement-Darlene Van Tiem 2012-05-01 Fundamentals of Performance Improvement is a substantially new version of the down-to-earth, how-to guide designed to help business leaders, practitioners, and students understand the science and art of performance technology and successfully implement organizational and societal change. Using the Performance Improvement / Human Performance Technology (HPT) model, the expert authors explain step-by-step
how to spot performance indicators, analyze problems, identify underlying causes, describe desired results, and create workable solutions. "It does not matter what function you align yourself to in your organization, this book allows you to tap into the secrets that drive organizational success. Several books work to define what is performance improvement and performance technology. This one also provides insights into the Why? And How?" —Cedric T. Coco, CPT, SVP, Learning and
Organizational Effectiveness, Lowe's Companies "Fundamentals of Performance Improvement is full of practical models and tools for improving the world by partnering with customers, clients, constituents, and colleagues. It provides a path forward for successful transformation and performance improvement at personal, group and collective levels. It is a must read for leaders and consultants seeking to advance opportunities in new and emerging situations." —Diana Whitney, PhD, president,
Corporation for Positive Change "If you have an interest in performance improvement, this is simply the best available book on the topic. It addresses the science and craft as well as the intricacies of how to improve workplace performance. Van Tiem, Moseley, and Dessinger have incorporated into this work the best available research on the Certified Performance Technology (CPT) standards and process." —James A. Pershing, Ph.D., CPT, professor emeritus, Workplace Learning and
Performance Improvement, Indiana University "Its international flavor, with practitioner comments and examples drawn from across the world, enhances its appeal as more and more professionals operate in an increasingly global context." —Daljit Singh, Asia Pacific Director of Talent Management, Baker & McKenzie, Sydney, Australia This book includes premium content that can beaccessed from our Web site when you register at www.pfeiffer.com/go/vantiem using the password
professional.
Fundamentals of Management (Tenth Edition)-Stephen P. Robbins 2020
The Routledge Companion to Business Ethics-Eugene Heath 2018-02-12 The field of business ethics continues to expand intellectually and geographically. During the past five decades, scholars have developed and deepened their inquiries into the ethics of commercial and corporate conduct. This Companion provides a novel overview of the discipline of business ethics, covering the major areas of the field as well as new and emerging topics. The eight thematic units range over an
extraordinary set of subjects and include chapters on the history and pedagogy of business ethics, moral philosophy, the nature of business, responsibilities within the firm, economic institutions, the 2008 financial crisis, globalization, and business ethics in different regions of the world. Led by a well-respected editorial team, this unique volume gathers an international array of experts whose various critical approaches yield insights from areas such as public policy, economics, law, and
history, in addition to business and philosophy. With its fresh analyses, wide scope, and clarity of approach, this volume will be an essential addition to library collections in business, management, and applied ethics.
What If?-Steve Robbins 2011-01-11 Twenty-six inspiring, lively, and personal stories that illustrate concepts of diversity and inclusion, as well as invite discussion among groups.
Management-Stephen P. Robbins 2017-01-09 For undergraduate Principles of Management courses. REAL managers, REAL experiences With a renewed focus on skills and careers, the new edition of this bestselling text can help better prepare individuals to enter the job market. Management, 14th Editionvividly illustrates effective management theories by incorporating the perspectives of real-life managers. Through examples, cases, and hands-on exercises, you'll see and experience
management in action, helping you understand how the concepts you're learning about actually work in today s dynamic business world. Also available with MyLab Management MyLab Management is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb
course material and understand difficult concepts. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab, search for: 0134636511 / 9780134636511 Management Plus MyLab Management with
Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134527607 / 9780134527604 Management 013452781X / 9780134527819 MyLab Management with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Management "
Strategic Management in Action-Mary Coulter 2013 Strategic Management in Action presents current strategic management theories and practice in an engaging and easy-to-read format. Coulter effectively blends theory with plenty of opportunity to practice throughout the text, providing readers with the ideologies, ethical dilemmas, and unique strategies of today's real managers and organizations in action.
Fundamentals of Physics-David Halliday 2013-08-13 The 10th edition of Halliday, Resnick and Walkers Fundamentals of Physics provides the perfect solution for teaching a 2 or 3 semester calculus-based physics course, providing instructors with a tool by which they can teach students how to effectively read scientific material, identify fundamental concepts, reason through scientific questions, and solve quantitative problems. The 10th edition builds upon previous editions by offering new
features designed to better engage students and support critical thinking. These include NEW Video Illustrations that bring the subject matter to life, NEW Vector Drawing Questions that test students conceptual understanding, and additional multimedia resources (videos and animations) that provide an alternative pathway through the material for those who struggle with reading scientific exposition. WileyPLUS sold separately from text.
Fundamentals of Management, Eighth Canadian Edition-Stephen P. Robbins 2016-01-01 "Management Is for Everyone" The world of business affects our lives every day, and "management" will affect the lives of all of us who work for a living. Fundamentals of Management, Eighth Canadian Edition delivers a text, supplemental materials, and online learning package that will engage students in a positive and direct manner as they build their fundamental knowledge of business in general and
management in particular. In addition to viewing the material from the student perspective, our authors strove to facilitate the instructor's use and application of the rich subject material and resources to provide a dynamic, interactive, and enjoyable classroom experience. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyManagementLab does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyManagementLab, ask your instructor for the correct
package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyManagementLab, search for: 0134283597 / 9780134283593 Fundamentals of Management, Eighth Canadian Edition Plus MyManagementLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 8/e Package consists of: 0133856747 / 9780133856743 Fundamentals of Management, Eighth Canadian Edition 0134270517 / 9780134270517
MyManagementLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card -- for Fundamentals of Management, Eighth Canadian Edition
Management-Stephen P. Robbins 2011-10-17 Management is a student-friendly text that incorporates solid management practices. With its accessible writing style, this tenth Canadian edition shows how management concepts are applied to students' everyday lives in an integrated way. Management distinguishes itself from other books by its strong coverage of small business and entrepreneurial ventures, as well as great visual delivery of material through effective application of charts,
diagrams, and tables.
Powerpoint Slides-Stephen Robbins 2002-01
Increasing Persistence-Wesley R. Habley 2012-09-04 Praise for Increasing Persistence "What a gem! This is a requisite text for enrollment practitioners, higher education scholars, and progressive public policy makers dedicated to understanding the processes involved in increasing student retention and success rates. The authors' data-focused approach identifies many of the best practices and fundamental efforts that can make a positive impact at most colleges and universities. Increasing
Persistence provides an ideal organizational framework for developing student retention plans. —Jay W. Goff, vice president of enrollment and retention management, Saint Louis University "Because community colleges have made student persistence to graduation or career certification a national priority, they will find this book an invaluable resource for identifying and implementing practices that have a documented impact on student success." —James Hudgins, president emeritus, South
Carolina Technical/Community College System; director, Community College leadership Alliance, University of South Carolina "The authors have crafted a highly-readable and much-needed synthesis of the complex literature on college student persistence and completion, and present a fresh model for student success that will be of interest to applied practitioners. This book is not only critical reading for all stakeholders in higher education, but also an easily accessible required text for
graduate students of the discipline." —Toni Strollo Holbrook, associate dean of the college, Rollins College "The authors provide a focused and contextualized view of college student success that tells us not only what matters but also reminds us why it matters to individual students, educators, and society as whole." —Margot Saltonstall, associate director for assessment enrollment management and student affairs, Northern Arizona University
Understanding and Managing Diversity-Carol P. Harvey 2012 A diverse approach to understanding and managing diversity. Understanding and Managing Diversity uses applications to clarify the complexity of a diverse workforce, and explains how it can be used as an organizational asset. This text also provides readers with a wide range of expertise–from the perspective of experienced interdisciplinary instructors (business, psychology, economics, theology, law, politics, history, etc.) to
practitioners (diversity trainers, corporate managers, etc.). This edition has been substantially updated to reflect the changing diversity issues in today's workplace–including 18 new and 15 revised articles/cases/exercises.
Preparing Effective Business PlansType Matters!-Jim Williams 2012 Once upon a time, only typesetters needed to know about kerning, leading, ligatures, and hanging punctuation. Today, however, most of us work on computers, with access to hundreds of fonts, and we’d all like our letters, reports and other documents to look as good – and as readable – as possible. But what does all the confusing terminology about ink traps, letter spacing, and visual centring mean, and what are the rules for good typography? Type Matters!
is a book of tips for everyday use, for all users of typography, from students and professionals to anyone who does any layout design on a computer. The book is arranged into three chapters: an introduction to the basics of typography; headline and display type; and setting text. Within each chapter there are sections devoted to particular principles or problems, such as selecting the right typeface, leading, and the treatment of numbers. Examples throughout show precisely what makes good
typography – and, crucially, what doesn’t. Authoritatively written and designed by a practitioner and teacher of typography, Type Matters! has a beautifully clear layout that reinforces the principles discussed throughout.
Writing That Works: Communicating Effectively on the Job-Walter E. Oliu 2016-02-26 Countless real-world model documents contextualized by clear rhetorical instruction and a focus on professional ethics make Writing That Works the foundational standard for professional writing. More than ever, this streamlined twelfth edition reflects the role of technology in the office and the classroom, showcasing the most current types of business documents online and in print, providing succinct
guidelines on selecting the appropriate medium for your document, communication, or presentation, and giving advice on landing and keeping a job in today’s economy. Now also available as an e-book, Writing that Works offers robust but accessible coverage at an affordable price.
Self-Assessment Library-Stephen P. Robbins 1998-12-01 CD-ROM based, the unique resource includes 45 exercises divided into three parts: What About Me?Working With Others. Life in Organizations. Each exercise is automatically graded. Exercises are self scoring and generate individual analysis that can be saved for future reference, or printed as a homework assignment.
Gung Ho!-Ken Blanchard 1997-10-08 Ken Blanchard and Sheldon Bowles, co-authors of the New York Times business bestseller Raving Fans, are back with Gung Ho! Here is an invaluable management tool that outlines foolproof ways to increase productivity by fostering excellent morale in the workplace. It is a must-read for everyone who wants to stay on top in today's ultra-competitive business world. Raving Fans taught managers how to turn customers into full-fledged fans. Now, Gung
Ho! brings the same magic to employees. Through the inspirational story of business leaders Peggy Sinclair and Andy Longclaw, Blanchard and Bowles reveal the secret of Gung Ho--a revolutionary technique to boost enthusiasm and performance and usher in astonishing results for any organization. The three principles of Gung Ho are: The Spirit of the Squirrel The Way of the Beaver The Gift of the Goose These three cornerstones of Gung Ho are surprisingly simple and yet amazingly
powerful. Whether your organization consists of one or is listed in the Fortune 500, this book ensures Gung Ho employees committed to success. Gung Ho! also includes a clear game plan with a step-by-step outline for instituting these groundbreaking ideas. Destined to become a classic, Gung Ho! is a rare and wonderful business book that is packed with invaluable information as well as a compelling, page-turning story. Management legend Ken Blanchard and master entrepreneur Sheldon
Bowles are back with Gung Ho!, revealing a surefire way to boost employee enthusiasm, productivity, and performance and usher in astonishing results for any organization. Raving Fans brilliantly schooled managers on how to turn customers into raving fans. Gung Ho! now brings the same magic to employees. Here is the story of how two managers saved a failing company and turned in record profits with record productivity. The three core ideas of Gung Ho! are surprisingly simple:
worthwhile work guided by goals and values; putting workers in control of their production; and cheering one another on. Their principles are so powerful that business leaders, reviewing the manuscript for Ken and Sheldon, have written to say, "Sorry. Ignored instructions. Have photocopied for everyone. I promise to buy books, but can't wait. We need now!" Like Raving Fans, Gung Ho! delivers.
Management-Stephen P. Robbins 2017-08-20 Revel. A reimagined way to learn and study. Management is available in Revel, our new digital environment designed for the way today's students read, think, and learn. Discover more about Revel. As management is such a dynamic discipline it is critical that students have the latest knowledge on effective management. Management, 8e emphasises the knowledge and work skills that both future managers and successful employees need. It
explores a wide range of real managers and organisations, alongside the theories of management in a dynamic global environment. By blending management theory with practice and making concepts accessible and meaningful this edition lays a solid foundations for further study. MyLab Management can be packaged with this edition to engage students and allow them to apply their knowledge, strengthen their understanding of key concepts and develop critical decision making skills.
Managing Human Resources-Stephen P. Robbins 1986
Fundamentals of Human Resource Management-David A. DeCenzo 2012-11-12 Human Resources is one area in the field of Management that changes much more quickly than most. Health Care legislation, court cases involving social media and scrutiny of public employee unions are a few recent examples. The 11th edition of DeCenzo's Fundamentals of Human Resource Management continues to offer an emphasis on timely and emerging human resource topics, including new information on
recent changes to employee health plans and evolving healthcare legislation; current treatment of unions and labor relations; coverage of the recent Wal-Mart class action discrimination suit as part of the significantly revised Chapter 3 on Equal Employment Opportunity; and added content on social media and its relationship to many aspects of Human Resources. New coverage of the impact of the economy and the economic recovery on Human Resources including rebuilding a workforce are
addressed. Chapter 13 on safety and OSHA has been significantly revised to reflect recent laws and events/examples such as the BP Oil Spill.
Foodservice Manual for Health Care Institutions-Ruby Parker Puckett 2012-11-19 The thoroughly revised and updated fourth edition of Foodservice Manual for Health Care Institutions offers a review of the management and operation of health care foodservice departments. This edition of the book—which has become the standard in the field of institutional and health care foodservice—contains the most current data on the successful management of daily operations and includes information
on a wide range of topics such as leadership, quality control, human resource management, product selection and purchasing, environmental issues, and financial management. This new edition also contains information on the practical operation of the foodservice department that has been greatly expanded and updated to help institutions better meet the needs of the customer and comply with the regulatory agencies'standards. TOPICS COVERED INCLUDE: Leadership and Management
Skills Marketing and Revenue-Generating Services Quality Management and Improvement Planning and Decision Making Organization and Time Management Team Building Effective Communication Human Resource Management Management Information Systems Financial Management Environmental Issues and Sustainability Microbial, Chemical, and Physical Hazards HACCP, Food Regulations, Environmental Sanitation, and Pest Control Safety, Security, and Emergency Preparedness
Menu Planning Product Selection Purchasing Receiving, Storage, and Inventory Control Food Production Food Distribution and Service Facility Design Equipment Selection and Maintenance Learning objectives, summary, key terms, and discussion questions included in each chapter help reinforce important topics and concepts. Forms, charts, checklists, formulas, policies, techniques, and references provide invaluable resources for operating in the ever-changing and challenging environment
of the food-service industry. Companion Web site: www.josseybass.com/go/puckett4e Additional resources: www.josseybasspublichealth.com
Managing Today!-Stephen P. Robbins 2000 This unique, re-engineered book defines and describes the new "paradigm" brought on by recent dramatic changes in the field of management. Managing Today! redefines the traditional "functional" approach employed by previous management books to more accurately reflect recent, fundamental changes in the economy and workplace—changes that have significantly reshaped today's managers' jobs. Robbins' balanced approach presents an
effective integration of theory and application displayed within a clear, visual design specifically tailored for today's readers. Coverage includes changing issues in today's workplace (risk, privatization, multiple skills, and continual retraining); culture shock; time-management skills; cycle-time reduction and technology transfer; virtual teams; human behavior; leadership; trust building; change management; and more. For human resources professionals, business managers/team leaders, and
anyone interested in Organizational Behavior and Business Management.
Multiple-choice Questions for Introduction to Business Management-Sharon Rudansky-Kloppers 2013
Supervision Today!: Pearson New International Edition-Stephen P Robbins 2013-08-28 Appropriate for Supervision, Supervision Management, and Intro to Management. Supervision Today has earned a reputation of being the one of the most effective supervision books because it blends traditional and contemporary topics, as well as theories and experiential skills. Offering a three-tier learning system, it focuses on building readers’ knowledge, improving their comprehension and applying
concepts directly to skill development. Known for its lively tone and four-color design, it captures the latest in supervision literature and includes cases to invigorate any lecture. This edition includes new information on contingent workforces, entrepreneurship, employee theft, work/life balance, IM, texting, and workplace diversity.
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